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Each time Henry connected with Keiko at the internment camp it elicited happiness that Henry did not allow
the difference in him and Keiko to impact his feelings. Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student.
The button can further be used to illustrate a final barrier to cultural proficiency: entitlement. How is the
nature of this friendship borne out over the course of the novel? Feelings Experienced from the Reading There
were multiple emotions that were provoked in reading Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet. She worked at
the post office and befriended him. In the s, a middle-aged Henry Lee encounters a crowd gathered outside the
Panama Hotel in Seattle. Any subject. Whom would they contact, and what would they be forced to leave
behind? What does jazz represent to Henry and Keiko, individually, and how do their families feel about their
appreciation for it? First when he was only 12 years old way back in â€¦ the second time was today. At first, as
a young pre-teen of only 12, he little understands the repercussions of falling in love with a Keiko, a Japanese
girl. Beatty who was the cafeteria cook asked Henry to help her in the internment camps to serve the people
living there. When Henry justifies his actions on the grounds that Keiko is an American, why does his father
disagree? The reader also gets a glimpse of was happened in the land of the brave through the recollections of
the adult Henry. Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet takes place within the historical context of one of the
darkest periods of American history: internment of Japanese-Americans during World War II. The Panama
Hotel situated in Seattle, Washington, was completed in and up until , sheltered and entertained many
Japanese immigrants. When Keiko enrolled in the school Henry attended the readers felt relief since Henry
was able to relate with Keiko and develop a friendship with her. Encourage students to make lists of what they
would want to bring with them, and to share their lists with one another in small groups. It was disappointing
to read Keiko never returned from the internment camp. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. How is the
ume tree that Henry tends in his back garden emblematic of his involvement in both Chinese and Japanese
communities of Seattle? He never really forgot about Keiko, that was his first love. A good example from the
book is described when Henry follows a news crew to the hotel that seems to stand between life-times just like
him. While reading Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet, we learn that Henry shares his life story with his
own son, in hopes of preventing the dysfunctional relationship that he had experienced many years ago with
his own father. What matters is how the other person feels about you and vice versa. The story ends on a sweet
note. This scenario brought hope to the reader that Mrs. Given that many of the internees were minors and
United States citizens, to what extent were their legal rights violated? The dual perspective proves an
extraordinarily creative way of creating an emotional response while maintaining an intellectual distance.
These forgotten remnants instantly transport Henry to the s, when, as a young Chinese American scholarship
student at Rainier Elementary, he befriended Keiko Okabe, a Japanese American classmate. Why does Mrs.
You are no longer Chinese. Library Congress Cataloguing in Publication Data,  At that time, dating outside
the race is more acceptable. According to Cross, et. This group was notorious for multiple killings. How does
he benefit from this same confusion to gain access to the belongings of Japanese families in the Panama
Hotel?


